Summary: It has long been recognized that much of the posttraumatic degeneration of the spinal cord following injury is caused by a multi-factorial secondary injury process that occurs during the first minutes, hours, and days after spinal cord injury (SCI). A key biochemical event in that process is reactive oxygeninduced lipid peroxidation (LP). In 1990 the results of the Second National Acute Spinal Cord Injury Study (NASCIS II) were published, which showed that the administration of a high-dose regimen of the glucocorticoid steroid methylprednisolone (MP), which had been previously shown to inhibit post-traumatic LP in animal models of SCI, could improve neurological recovery in spinal-cord-injured humans. This resulted in the registration of high-dose MP for acute SCI in several countries, although not in the U.S. Nevertheless, this treatment quickly became the standard of care for acute SCI since the drug was already on the U.S. market for many other indications. Subsequently, it was demonstrated that the non-glucocorticoid 21-aminosteroid tirilazad could duplicate the antioxidant neuroprotective efficacy of MP in SCI models, and evidence of human efficacy was obtained in a third NASCIS trial (NASCIS III). In recent years, the use of high-dose MP in acute SCI has become controversial largely on the basis of the risk of serious adverse effects versus what is perceived to be on average a modest neurological benefit. The opiate receptor antagonist naloxone was also tested in NASCIS II based upon the demonstration of its beneficial effects in SCI models. Although it did not a significant overall effect, some evidence of efficacy was seen in incomplete (i.e., paretic) patients. The monosialoganglioside GM1 has also been examined in a recently completed clinical trial in which the patients first received high-dose MP treatment. However, GM1 failed to show any evidence of a significant enhancement in the extent of neurological recovery over the level afforded by MP therapy alone. The present paper reviews the past development of MP, naloxone, tirilazad, and GM1 for acute SCI, the ongoing MP-SCI controversy, identifies the regulatory complications involved in future SCI drug development, and suggests some promising neuroprotective approaches that could either replace or be used in combination with high-dose MP.
INTRODUCTION
Although spinal cord injury (SCI) can victimize active individuals at any age, most occur in young adults in the second and third decades of life. Those who survive their initial injuries can now expect to live long lives because of improvements in medical and surgical care, although intensive rehabilitation and prolonged disability exacts a significant toll on the individual, his or her family, and society. Effective ways of maintaining or recovering function could markedly improve the outlook for those with traumatic SCI by enabling higher levels of independence and productivity.
The potential for pharmacological intervention to either preserve or recover neurological function after SCI exists due to the fact that most traumatic injuries do not involve actual physical transection of the cord, but rather the spinal cord is damaged as a result of a contusive, compressive, or stretch injury. Typically, residual white matter containing portions of the ascending sensory and descending motor tracts remains intact, allowing for the possibility of neurological recovery. However, during the first minutes and hours following injury, a secondary degenerative process is initiated by the primary mechanical injury that is proportional to the magnitude of the initial insult. Nevertheless, the initial anatomical continuity of the injured spinal cord in the majority of cases, together with our present knowledge of many of the factors involved in the secondary injury process, has lead to the notion that pharmacological treatments which interrupt the secondary cascade, if applied early, could improve spinal cord tissue survival, and thus preserve the necessary anatomic substrate for functional recovery to take place.
PRINCIPAL MECHANISMS OF SECONDARY SCI
Several reviews of post-SCI secondary injury have been published. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] FIG. 1 graphically outlines many of the key players and the complex interrelationships in-volved in the secondary cascade of events occurring during the first minutes, hours, and days after traumatic SCI. The most immediate event is mechanically induced depolarization and the consequent opening of voltagedependent ion channels (i.e., Na ϩ , K ϩ , Ca 2ϩ ). This leads to massive release of a variety of neurotransmitters including glutamate, which can cause the opening of glutamate receptor-operated ion channels (e.g., NMDA, AMPA). Probably the most important consequence of these rapidly evolving ionic disturbances is the accumulation of intracellular Ca 2ϩ (i.e., Ca 2ϩ overload) which initiates several damaging effects. These include: 1) mitochondrial dysfunction, leading to a failure of aerobic energy metabolism and lactate accumulation, 2) activation of mitochondrial and cytoplasmic nitric oxide synthase (NOS) and nitric oxide production, 3) activation of phospholipase A 2 , which liberates arachidonic acid (AA), which is then converted by cyclooxygenases (COX 1, 2) to a number of deleterious prostanoids such as the potent vasoconstrictor prostaglandin F 2␣ (PGF 2␣ ) and the vasoconstrictor/platelet aggregation promoter thromboxane A 2 (TXA 2 ), and by lipoxygenases to the leukotrienes (LTs), some of which are chemoattractants for polymorphonuclear leukocyte and macrophage influx, and 4) activation of the calcium-activated cysteine protease calpain which possesses several substrates including cytoskeletal proteins.
One of the consequences of mitochondrial dysfunction, COX and lipoxygenase activity, and NOS activation is the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) including peroxynitrite anion (ONOO Ϫ ), which is a product of the reaction of superoxide radical with nitric oxide. Although peroxynitrite can trigger cellular damage by a variety of mechanisms, cell membrane (plasma and organellar) lipid peroxidation (LP) has been conclusively demonstrated to be a key mechanism. 2, 3, 7, 8 However, iron is a powerful catalyst that accelerates the propagation of LP reactions. Glycolytically derived lactate promotes LP by stimulating the release of iron from storage sites, e.g., ferritin. In addition, primary and secondary petechial hemorrhages supply hemoglobin-bound iron. LP occurs in neurons and blood vessels, directly impairing neuronal and axonal membrane function and integrity, and causing microvascular damage and secondary ischemia that indirectly contributes to the secondary neuronal injury. Trauma-induced release of endogenous opiates, most importantly dynorphin A, exacerbates the secondary injury process by stimulating NMDA receptors and by activating opiate receptors, the latter contributing to vascular dysfunction, and ionic and metabolic disturbances. 5, 6, 9 These secondary injury events are contributed to by more recently described post-traumatic apoptotic processes that will be discussed later in this review.
EMPIRICAL USE OF GLUCOCORTICOID STEROIDS AND EVALUATION OF METHYLPREDNISOLONE THERAPY IN NASCIS I
The glucocorticoid steroids, mainly dexamethasone and methylprednisolone (MP), were extensively em- ployed in the clinical treatment of spinal cord trauma beginning in the mid-1960s and throughout the 1970s.
The mechanistic rationale for their use initially centered on the expectation that they would reduce post-traumatic spinal cord edema. This notion was based upon the rather remarkable reduction of peritumoral brain edema that glucocorticoids can induce in brain tumor patients. 10 Furthermore, steroid pretreatment became a standard of care before neurosurgical procedures to prevent intraand post-operative brain swelling. A limited amount of experimental evidence supported the possibility that glucocorticoid dosing in animal SCI models might be neuroprotective. 10 In the mid-1970s, a randomized, multi-center clinical trial was organized to determine if steroid dosing was beneficial in improving neurological recovery in humans after SCI. This trial was named the National Acute Spinal Cord Injury Study (NASCIS I). It compared the efficacy of "low-dose" MP (100 mg intravenous bolus/ day for 10 days) and "high-dose" MP (1,000 mg intravenous bolus/day for 10 days) in affecting outcome after SCI. 11, 12 The trial, which began in 1979, did not involve a placebo group due to the prevailing belief that glucocorticoid dosing was probably beneficial and could not be ethically withheld. However, the results failed to show any difference between the low-and high-dose groups at either 6 months 11 or 1 year, 12 suggesting to the investigators that steroid dosing was of little benefit. Additionally, there was a suggestion that the 10-day high-dose regimen increased the risk of infections, a predictable side effect of sustained glucocorticoid dosing. Based upon the negative results of NASCIS I, as well as waning neurosurgical enthusiasm for steroid treatment of CNS injury in general, the majority of neurosurgeons concluded after NASCIS that the conventional use of steroids in the acute management of spinal trauma was not beneficial while at the same time being fraught with the potential for serious side effects.
DISCOVERY OF HIGH-DOSE MP THERAPY

High-dose MP inhibition of LP
Increasing knowledge of the post-traumatic LP mechanism in the 1970s and early 1980s prompted the search for a neuroprotective pharmacologic strategy aimed at antagonizing oxygen radical-induced LP in a safe and effective manner. Attention was focused on the hypothetical possibility that glucocorticoid steroids might be effective inhibitors of post-traumatic LP based upon their high lipid solubility and known ability to intercalate into artificial membranes between the hydrophobic polyunsaturated fatty acids of the membrane phospholipids and to thereby limit the propagation of LP chain reactions throughout the phospholipid bilayer. [13] [14] [15] [16] One of the present authors (E. D. H.) became interested in the LP hypothesis of secondary SCI during our parallel investigations of the effects of high-dose MP (15 to 90 mg/kg i.v.) on spinal cord electrophysiology, as those might serve to improve impulse conduction and recovery of function in the injured spinal cord. 17 Consequently, it was decided to test the possibility that a similar high-dose of MP, which enhanced spinal neuronal excitability and impulse transmission, might also be required to inhibit post-traumatic spinal cord LP. In an initial set of experiments in cats, it was observed that the administration of an i.v. bolus of MP could indeed inhibit post-traumatic LP in spinal cord tissue, 15 but that the doses required for this effect were much higher (30 mg/ kg) than previously hypothesized or than those empirically employed in the clinical treatment of acute CNS injury or tested in the NASCIS trial. Further experimental studies, also conducted in cat SCI models, showed that the 30-mg/kg dose of MP not only prevented LP, but in parallel inhibited post-traumatic spinal cord ischemia, 18 ,19 supported aerobic energy metabolism (i.e., reduced lactate and improved ATP and energy charge), 20 -22 improved recovery of extracellular calcium (i.e., reduced intracellular overload), 19 and attenuated calpain-mediated neurofilament loss. 22 However, the central effect in this protective scenario is the inhibition of post-traumatic LP (FIG. 2) . With many of these therapeutic parameters (LP, secondary ischemia, aerobic energy metabolism), the dose-response for MP follows a sharp U-shaped pattern. The neuro-and vaso-protective effect is partial with a dose of 15 mg/kg, it is optimal at 30 mg/kg and diminishes at higher doses (60 mg/kg). 14 The antioxidant neuroprotective action of MP is closely linked to the drug's tissue pharmacokinetics. 14, 21, 23, 24 For instance, when MP tissue levels are at their peak following administration of a 30 mg/kg i.v. dose, lactate levels in the injured cord are suppressed. When tissue MP levels decline, spinal tissue lactate rises. However, the administration of a second dose (15 mg/kg i.v.) at the point at which the levels after the first dose have declined by 50%, acts to maintain the suppression of lactate seen at the peak of the first dose and to more effectively maintain ATP generation and energy charge and protect spinal cord neurofilaments from degradation. 21, 22 This prompted the hypothesis that prolonged MP therapy might better suppress the secondary injury process and lead to better outcomes compared to the effects of a single large i.v. dose. Indeed, subsequent experiments in a cat spinal injury model demonstrated that animals treated with MP using a 48-h antioxidant dosing regimen had improved recovery of motor function over a 4-week period.
25,26 Table 1 summarizes the neuroprotective pharmacology of high doses of MP derived from acute SCI models.
It should be pointed out that all of the original preclinical studies defining the antioxidant neuroprotective pharmacology showing that high-dose MP could exert antioxidant and related neuroprotective effects were conducted in cat models of blunt (non-transecting) SCI that were the standard in the experimental SCI field before the 1990s. Since that time, rat contusion and compression models have become the standard, and several investigators have tested the ability of high-dose MP (usually 30 mg/kg i.v. as a starting dose) to lessen posttraumatic pathophysiology and neurodegeneration and/or to improve neurological recovery. Several of these studies have replicated in some manner or another the neuroprotective properties of MP in the injured rat spinal cord. Specifically, high-dose MP has been reported in rat SCI models to attenuate post-traumatic LP, 27 decrease lactate accumulation, 28 prevent hypoperfusion, 29 attenuate vascular permeability, 30 decrease inflammatory markers, 31 and improve neurological recovery 29,32 reminiscent of similar effects shown earlier in cat models. 14, 16 In contrast, failures of high-dose MP to improve neurological recovery in rat SCI models have also appeared in the literature. 33, 34 However, of considerable concern in the extrapolation of the cat MP dosing parameters to the rat is the lack of any definition thus far of the relative pharmacokinetics of MP in rats. This is in striking contrast to the documentation of the uptake and elimination of MP from the cat spinal cord and correlation of plasma and spinal tissue levels with the neuroprotective actions. 14, 21, 23, 24 The likelihood that the precise dose-response relationship and requirements for repeated dosing defined in cats is also optimal for the rat is exceedingly small. Thus, the interpretation of rat SCI studies with MP, whether positive or negative, is difficult without the necessary pharmacokinetic correlation.
Comparison of the antioxidant effects of different glucocorticoids
The early empirical treatment of peritumoral edema and acute SCI with glucocorticoid steroids was heavily biased toward the use of dexamethasone based upon the fact that it was, and is, the most potent synthetic glucocorticoid steroid available for parenteral use. Dexamethasone is about five times more potent than MP in regards to glucocorticoid receptor affinity and anti-inflammatory potency. 35 However, it has been found that the antioxidant efficacy of MP is unrelated to its glucocorticoid steroid receptor activity. 36 Indeed, a careful concentration-response study has compared the ability of different glucocorticoid steroids to inhibit oxygen-radical-induced LP damage in rat brain synaptosomal preparations, and confirmed that LP-inhibiting potencies and anti-inflammatory potencies do not correlate. Although dexamethasone is five times more potent than MP as a glucocorticoid, it is only slightly more potent than MP as an inhibitor of LP. 37 Furthermore, the maximal antioxidant activity of MP appears to be superior to that for dexamethasone. The prototype glucocorticoid hydrocortisone is completely lacking in ability to inhibit oxygen radical damage in CNS tissue. Thus, the choice of a steroid for its potential antioxidant neuroprotective activity should not be predicated on glucocorticoid receptor-mediated anti-inflammatory actions. In addition, the choice of the most potent glucocorticoid would logically carry the greatest potential for concomitant steroid-related side effects.
DISCOVERY OF NALOXONE THERAPY FOR ACUTE SCI
Concurrent with the discovery of the neuroprotective efficacy of high-dose MP in animal models of SCI, others were demonstrating the ability of the opiate receptor antagonist naloxone to improve recovery after experimental SCI. The rationale for the study of naloxone in 40 and to improve neurological recovery after contusion SCI. 9,40 -42 Furthermore, a phase I study in acute SCI patients showed that the drug was safe in that population. 43 
NASCIS II CLINICAL TRIAL OF HIGH-DOSE MP AND NALOXONE
The above-reviewed experimental studies with highdose MP and naloxone inspired the second National Acute Spinal Cord Injury Study (NASCIS II), 44 even though the earlier NASCIS trial, which came to be known as NASCIS I, had failed to show any efficacy of lower MP doses even when administered over a 10-day period. 11, 12 The NASCIS II trial compared 24 h of dosing with MP or naloxone versus placebo for the treatment of acute SCI. A priori trial hypotheses included the prediction that SCI patients treated within the first 8 h postinjury would respond better to pharmacotherapy than patients treated after 8 h. Indeed, the results demonstrated the effectiveness of 24 h of intensive MP dosing (30 mg/kg i.v. bolus plus a 23-h infusion at 5.4 mg/kg per hour) when treatment was initiated within 8 h. Significant benefit was observed in individuals with both neurologically complete (i.e., plegic) and incomplete (i.e., paretic) injuries. Moreover, the functional benefits were sustained at 6-week, 6-month, and 1-year followups. 44 -47 The high-dose regimen actually improved function below the level of the injury and lowered the level of the functional injury. 46 Although predictable side effects of steroid therapy were noted, including GI bleeding, wound infections and delayed healing, these were not significantly more frequent than those recorded in placebo-treated patients. 44 Another finding was the fact that delay in the initiation of MP treatment until after 8 h is actually associated with decreased neurological recovery. 46 Thus, treatment within the 8-h window is beneficial whereas dosing after 8 h can be detrimental. Possible explanations for this latter effect are discussed below.
The original NASCIS II publications 44, 45 rather cryptically stated that in contrast to the beneficial actions of high-dose MP, the opiate receptor naloxone did not significantly improve the return of sensory or motor function. However, in a subsequent analysis, naloxone was shown to have improved neurological function below the lesion in patients with incomplete injuries. 46 Thus, in the case of both high-dose MP and naloxone, at least a partial validation of the positive effects of these two therapeutic approaches and compounds in animal models of SCI was achieved in the placebo-controlled NASCIS II trial.
Possible role of anti-inflammatory effects in neuroprotective efficacy of MP
The rationale for the high-dose MP arm of the NAS-CIS II trial was derived from the animal studies showing that the steroid can inhibit post-traumatic LP and associated pathophysiological events. 14 The positive effects of high-dose MP obtained in NASCIS II were at least tentatively viewed as a validation of the LP hypothesis. 44 -46 However, following the publication of the NASCIS II results, it was suggested that a complete assignment of the mechanism of the MP neuroprotective effect to the inhibition of LP was premature. After all, the glucocorticoid steroid MP possesses various glucocorticoid receptor-mediated anti-inflammatory actions that could reasonably be expected to play a neuroprotective role in addition to the non-glucocorticoid LP inhibition.
In view of the known importance of certain prostanoids (PGF 2␣ and TXA 2 ) in post-traumatic pathophysiology (FIG. 1) , it is conceivable that MP, by virtue of its phospholipase A 2 inhibitory action, might protect the injured spinal cord by inhibiting AA release, and consequently attenuating the formation of these deleterious prostanoids. In support of this possible mechanism, it has been shown that pre-treatment of cats with a 30 mg/kg i.v. dose of MP does reduce post-traumatic spinal cord AA release, as well as PGF 2␣ and TXA 2 formation. 48 However, the assumption that this effect is due entirely to the well-known ability of glucocorticoids to inhibit phospholipase A 2 is not tenable for three reasons. First of all, the glucocorticoid inhibition of phospholipase A 2 is mediated via the interaction of the steroid with specific glucocorticoid receptors, an action that most certainly does not require a 30 mg/kg i.v. dose to be fully manifested; much lower doses should suffice. Secondly, the reported spinal cord glucocorticoid receptor population 49 involved in this activity would be saturated at much lower glucocorticoid doses. Thirdly, the reduction of post-traumatic spinal cord AA release (and reduced prostanoid formation downstream) may simply be secondary to an attenuation of LP since peroxidative reactions can liberate arachidonate independent of phospholipase A 2 activity. In other words, the MP effect on prostanoid build-up in the injured spinal cord may be an indirect result of lessened membrane LP. Fairly convincing support for this view comes from the fact that pre-treatment of cats with the lipid antioxidant vitamin E also reduced post-traumatic AA liberation and accumulation of PGF 2␣ and TXA 2 . 48 Furthermore, subsequent studies showed that the administration of antioxidant neuroprotective doses of MP (i.e., 30 mg/kg i.v.) at 30 min after moderately severe compression SCI in cats did not attenuate the post-traumatic elevation in PGF 2␣ or TXA 2 . 50 There-fore, it is unlikely that the protective effects of MP on the injured cord are more a reflection of the phospholipase A 2 -inhibiting activity than its antioxidant property. Similarly, the administration of neuroprotective doses of MP in a rat model of contusion SCI also failed to significantly reduce the infiltration of polymorphonuclear leukocyte (PMN) into the injured cord. 30 On the other hand, another group has reported that a single high dose of MP can significantly suppress PMN and macrophage influx into the rat cord following a partial transaction injury, although this effect was not associated with a reduction of secondary neurodegeneration. 51 Despite this confusing body of data concerning the possible involvement of anti-inflammatory mechanisms for MP neuroprotection in acute SCI, inflammatory processes play an increasingly appreciated role in post-SCI secondary injury. 52, 53 Moreover, glucocorticoid steroids, including MP, possess a wide array of anti-inflammatory mechanisms and are probably the most potent and reliable anti-inflammatory agents in the current pharmacological armamentarium. 35 Thus, these facts open up the possibility that particular anti-inflammatory mechanisms may play some role in the MP neuroprotective activity. In that regard, high doses of MP have been more recently reported to attenuate the post-traumatic expression of the pro-inflammatory mediators activator protein-1 (AP-1) and nuclear factor B (NFB) and matrix metalloproteinase 1 and 9 in the injured spinal cord, although this study employed a relatively mild level of injury. 31 Recently, a role of delayed influx of T cells has been suggested to be involved in secondary SCI. 54, 55 Considering that glucocorticoids also suppress T-cell-mediated hypersensitivity in a variety of conditions, 35 there is a strong possibility that high-dose MP may have an impact on this immune response in the injured spinal cord, although this has not been investigated in SCI models.
DISCOVERY OF THE NON-GLUCOCORTICOID STEROID TIRILAZAD
MP is a potent glucocorticoid that possesses a number of glucocorticoid receptor-mediated anti-inflammatory actions. Despite the above-discussed role of anti-inflammatory effects of MP in the injured spinal cord, the principal neuroprotective mechanism appears to be the inhibition of post-traumatic LP that is not mediated via glucocorticoid receptor-mediated activity. 56 -58 This prompted speculation that modifying the steroid molecule to enhance the anti-LP effect, while eliminating the glucocorticoid effects of the steroid, would result in more targeted antioxidant therapy devoid of the typical side effects of steroid therapy. This rationale led to the development of more potent LP inhibitors, the 21-aminosteroids or "lazaroids," which lack the glucocorticoid receptor-mediated side effects that limit the clinical utility of high-dose MP. One of these, tirilazad, 
NASCIS III
The demonstrated efficacy of a 24-h dosing regimen of MP in human SCI in NASCIS II 44 and the discovery of tirilazad 56 -58 led to the organization and conduct of NASCIS III. 59, 60 In the NASCIS III trial, three groups of patients were evaluated. The first (active control) group was treated with the 24-h MP dosing regimen that had previously been shown to be effective in NASCIS II. The second group was also treated with MP, except that the duration of MP infusion was prolonged to 48 h. The purpose was to determine whether extension of the MP infusion from 24 to 48 h resulted in greater improvement in neurological recovery in acute SCI patients. The third group of patients was treated with a single 30 mg/kg i.v. bolus of MP followed by the 48-h administration of tirilazad. No placebo group was included because it was deemed ethically inappropriate to withhold at least the initial large bolus of MP. Another objective of the study was to ascertain whether treatment initiation within 3 h following injury was more effective than when therapy was delayed until 3 to 8 h post-SCI.
Upon completion of the NASCIS III trial, it was found that all three treatment arms produced comparable degrees of recovery when treatment was begun within the shorter 3-h window. When the 24-h dosing of MP began more than 3 h post-SCI, recovery was poorer in comparison to the cohort treated within 3 h following SCI. However, in the 3 to 8 h post-SCI cohort, when MP dosing was extended to 48 h, significantly better recovery was observed than with the 24 h dosing. In the comparable tirilazad cohort (3 to 8 h post-SCI), recovery was slightly, but not significantly better than in the 24-h MP group, and poorer than in the 48-h MP group. These results showed that: 1) initiation of high-dose MP treatment within the first 3 h is optimal, 2) the non-glucocorticoid tirilazad is as effective as 24-h MP therapy, and 3) if treatment is initiated more than 3 h post-SCI, extension of the MP dosing regimen is indicated, from 24 h to 48 h. However, in comparison with the 24-h dosing regimen, significantly more glucocorticoid-related immunosuppression-based side effects were seen with more prolonged dosing (i.e., the incidence of severe sepsis and pneumonia significantly increased). In contrast, tirilazad showed no evidence of steroid-related side effects, suggesting that this non-glucocorticoid 21-aminosteroid would be safer for extension of dosing beyond the 48-h limit used in NASCIS III.
59,60
LIMITATIONS TO THE USE OF HIGH-DOSE MP IN ACUTE SCI
The use of large doses of glucocorticoid steroids in SCI patients has appropriately been referred to as a "twoedged sword." 61 This is derived from the fact that the neuroprotective properties of MP can be offset by the potential of the necessary high doses of MP to elicit glucocorticoid receptor-mediated side effects that could compromise the neurological outcome and even the survival of acute SCI patients. This is most apparent when treatment is extended beyond the apparently safe limit of 24 h demonstrated in NASCIS II. Complications of highdose MP, including increased incidence of pneumonias, pressure sores, GI bleeding, and deep vein thrombosis, have also been documented when the NASCIS II dosing is used as a prophylactic neuroprotectant for spinal surgery. 62 However, there are other glucocorticoid-related actions, that although not necessarily life-threatening, can potentially complicate the steroid's proper usage in SCI patients and/or counteract its neuroprotective actions. These are listed in Table 2 .
Biphasic (U-shaped) neuroprotective dose response
The sharp U-shaped dose-response curve for the neuroprotective properties of MP, and the need for repeated dosing (i.e., continuous infusion) to maintain these effects 14 make the administration of MP in SCI patients difficult, and even tricky. For instance, optimal doses of MP can lessen post-traumatic anaerobic metabolism in the injured spinal cord and lessen lactate accumulation, 21,22,24 and inadequate or excessive MP dosing has been shown to aggravate post-traumatic lactate accumulation. 21, 22, 24 This is a consequence of glucocorticoid receptor-mediated gluconeogenesis stimulatory actions by MP and similar steroids. As a result, there is opposition between the beneficial effects of optimal MP doses to support aerobic metabolism and to lessen lactate accumulation while non-optimal doses can result in lactate production being enhanced via an increase in blood glucose levels. The latter can potentially drive up anaerobic glycolysis in the injured cord which will aggravate, rather than inhibit, LP reactions. Thus, considerable care is required in dose calculation whether it is based upon body weight or mass because too little will not serve to effectively protect, and too much will result in a loss of the antioxidant neuroprotection.
During the last 13 post-NASCIS II years of widespread use of high-dose MP (NASCIS II 24 h or NAS-CIS III 48 h protocols), there have undoubtedly been many dose miscalculations that have resulted in lessthan-or more-than-optimal MP dosing in many SCI patients. As Bracken 63 notes, there are only ad hoc reports of compliance to the 24 h NASCIS II MP dosing protocol in routine practice. However, these include reports of therapy commencing later than the recommended 8 h cutoff, discontinuation of therapy before 24 h, accidental administration of the full 24-h dose within the first hour, the maintenance infusion being given at rates faster or slower than the recommended 5.4 mg/kg/h and inaccurate estimates of patient body weight. Similarly, the first author has listened to several anecdotes over the past several years concerning MP dose miscalculations either in regards to the magnitude of the initial bolus-loading dose or the rate and duration of the maintenance infusion. The rather narrow U-shaped dose-response curve dictates that great care be taken in calculating and administering the NASCIS II or III MP protocols. Based upon the experimentally determined U-shaped dose-response curve, the need for initiation of treatment as soon as possible and the requirement for maintenance dosing to maintain the neuroprotective effects during the first 24 to 48 h, it is likely that MP will have no benefit if the protocol is erroneously administered.
Duration of treatment dependent on treatment initiation time
The results of the NASCIS III study show that if treatment cannot be initiated until after the first 3 posttraumatic hours, then it would be better to extend the infusion phase of the treatment from 24 to 48 h. On the other hand, if begun within the first 3 h, the 24 h NASCIS II protocol is sufficient. 59, 60 Thus, attention to the time of injury versus treatment initiation time is an important consideration that adds a small but significant complication to the therapy.
Late treatment initiation may exacerbate damage
Initiation of MP therapy beyond the 8 h therapeutic window determined in NASCIS II may actually exacerbate the post-traumatic secondary injury and lessen the expected neurological outcome compared to no therapy. 46 This is most likely due to the fact that MP inhibition of membrane phospholipase A 2 can impede the clean-up of peroxidized lipids. Therefore, the need to take into account the exact time of injury in making the decision to treat or not to treat the SCI patient with high-dose MP is yet another complicating factor. Treatment later than 8 h post-injury should be avoided.
Possible negative effects on neuronal survival and plasticity
Glucocorticoids have been repeatedly shown to inhibit axonal sprouting and synaptogenesis in various CNS areas. 64 -67 Although it is not known whether these actions will occur concomitantly with the acute antioxidant neuroprotective effects, the potential of the steroid to attenuate post-traumatic plasticity mechanisms is perhaps the most serious concern regarding the administration of high doses of MP for any longer than necessary. Although the beneficial neurological effects of 24 h, and even 48 h of dosing seen in NASCIS II and III, respectively, might suggest that the anti-plasticity effects are not a problem with short-term high-dose MP therapy, this has not been investigated.
Other neurotoxic actions documented in certain neuronal populations (e.g., hippocampus) with either physiological or pharmacological levels of glucocorticoids 68 -76 give pause when administering high doses of a glucocorticoid steroid in the context of the injured CNS. Although the sensitivity of spinal cord neurons to these detrimental actions of glucocorticoids has not been specifically investigated, the possibility that high-dose MP therapy may aggravate post-traumatic neuronal damage begs further investigation. If in fact the plasticityinhibiting and neurotoxic actions of glucocorticoids are shown to occur in the injured cord coincident with the neuroprotective antioxidant actions this will be yet another example of how MP can constitute a "two-edged sword" in the treatment of acute SCI. In any event, the potential for steroid side effects, inhibition of plasticity mechanisms and even neurotoxic actions underscores the fact that glucocorticoids such as MP are a far-from-ideal approach to dealing with the post-traumatic oxidative stress and LP-related damage and consequent need for antioxidant dosing that continues beyond the first 24 to 48 h. The realization of these limitations was the impetus for the discovery of the non-glucocorticoid steroid tirilazad 56, 57 to provide a LP-inhibiting steroid that would be easier to use and be devoid of the detrimental CNS and non-CNS aspects of glucocorticoid steroids. Tirilazad's ability to improve neurological recovery in NASCIS III at least as well as MP (i.e., treatment within 3 h postinjury) while producing fewer side effects 59, 60 strongly suggest that it is worthy of additional trials in acute SCI that could ultimately show greater efficacy and safety in comparison to high-dose MP.
Despite concerns about the potential inhibition of axonal sprouting and other neurotoxic actions of glucocorticoids discussed above, it is encouraging in regards to the safety and neuroprotective value of the ongoing clinical use of high doses of MP in SCI therapy that high doses of MP have actually been reported to lessen axonal dieback of vestibulospinal fibers and to promote their terminal sprouting in transected rat spinal cords. 77 The same group has shown that identical high doses of MP can improve axonal regeneration into Schwann cell grafts 78 and lessen caspase-3 activation 79 in transected rat spinal cords. In regards to the latter anti-apoptotic action, other labs have also shown that high-dose MP therapy can lessen apoptotic neurodegeneration after traumatic 80 or ischemic 81 SCI in rats. These effects were achieved with acute MP administration limited to the first 4 h after injury. In contrast, a recent report has shown that MP can exacerbate retinal ganglion cell apoptosis in the context of autoimmune CNS inflammation. 82 Thus, the question of whether high-dose MP is neuroprotective or neurotoxic may depend on dose selection, timing, and duration of administration and the particular neuronal population in question.
EVALUATION OF MONOSIALOGANGLIOSIDE (GM-1) IN ACUTE SCI
Besides MP and naloxone, the only other drug to have been tested in phase III trials in SCI patients is the monosialoganglioside compound GM1 (also called Sygen). This compound was shown as far back as the 1970s to exert neuroprotective and neuroregenerative effects in a variety of animal models of neural injury [83] [84] [85] [86] although it was never tested in an acute SCI model per se. Nevertheless, it captured the interest of non-NASCIS investigators in regards to the desire to conduct clinical trials of its potential benefits in acute SCI. An initial small single-center phase II trial of 37 patients suggested that the administration of GM1 to SCI patients within 24 h after injury might lead to an improvement in neurological recovery. 87, 88 Subsequently, the same investigator led a multi-center phase III trial of GM1 in acute SCI patients. Since the organization of this trial occurred after the widespread acceptance of high-dose MP as the standard of care for acute SCI, the effects of GM1 were examined on top of the 24-h NASCIS II high-dose MP protocol. 86, 89, 90 The administration of GM1 was begun after the completion of the NASCIS II 24-h MP dosing protocol. 86, 89, 90 The results indicated that use of GM1 after MP therapy resulted in a faster achievement of peak neurological recovery, although the extent of functional improvement was not greater than that observed in patients who only received MP.
THE MP SCI CONTROVERSY AND CRITICISM OF THE NASCIS TRIALS
Before the completion of NASCIS II, there was no treatment for acute SCI that had ever been demonstrated in a placebo-controlled clinical trial to have a beneficial effect on neurological outcome. Therefore, the revelation of the beneficial effects of high-dose MP was a surprise to many in the medical community including some, if not all, of the NASCIS II clinical investigators. So surprising and gratifying were the results that the National Institutes of Health (NIH) sanctioned a pre-publication press release of the results for the purpose of informing the neurosurgical community so that the NASCIS II MP dosing protocol would be immediately available to SCI patients, and they would not have to wait for the initial trial manuscript that had been accepted by the New England Journal of Medicine to appear. The editorial office of the journal uncharacteristically approved the pre-publication release of the findings based upon their view that this indeed represented a breakthrough treatment for acute SCI and it should be immediately available to SCI victims. For the NIH and the NASCIS II group to have done otherwise would undoubtedly have been viewed by many physicians and patients as unethical. However, the negative response of a few neurosurgeons to the idea of publishing clinical trial results in the popular press before publication and before presentation to, and careful scrutiny by, the neurosurgical community represented the beginning of a heated controversy about the design, analysis, and reporting of the NASCIS II 12, 44, 46 and later the NASCIS III 59, 60, 91 trials. This controversy has raged off and on for the past 13 years.
In 2000, three separate and highly critical reviews appeared in the literature castigating the NASCIS trials and the resulting view that high-dose MP therapy should be considered the standard of care for acute SCI. [92] [93] [94] The first critical review 92 was written by a single author who is a member of the American Association of Neurological Surgeons/Congress of Neurological Surgeons (AANS/CNS) Practice Guidelines Subcommittee for the Pharmacological Treatment of SCI. However, he was the sole author and a disclosure was included at the end of the paper stating that "the views expressed in this paper do not represent the final consensus of the committee". Therefore, it could be perceived that the other AANS/ CNS committee members did not agree with the negative assessment of high-dose MP therapy for SCI patients.
In any case, Hurlbert 92 leveled six criticisms of the NASCIS II study. The first of these was that the overall analysis of the effects of either MP or naloxone vs. placebo was negative when all patients were included in the analysis (i.e., no split of patients treated within 8 h vs. after 8 h). The further claim was made that the stratified analysis on the basis of time to treatment was a post hoc decision. However, this was not the case in the design of NASCIS II. The rule for subgroup analysis is that if the subgroup is pre-specified in the study protocol then that becomes the primary endpoint. Indeed, the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) proposal that funded NASCIS II specified that two dichotomies would be studied. Specifically, the effects of early vs. late treatment with MP or naloxone would be analyzed, as well as the effects of either drug in incomplete and complete SCI patients. 63 The precise time of the data cut was not pre-specified due to the fact that going into the trial; there was no way to know what the median treatment initiation time would be. After the final patient was enrolled, it turned out that 8 h was the nearest whole number to the median treatment initiation time (8.5 h), and thus 8 h was selected for the data-split. 63 This approach has similarly been used and widely accepted in establishing the 3-h cutoff for the safe and effective use of tissue plasminogen activator in acute stroke therapy. 95, 96 Therefore, the claim that the NAS-CIS II trial did not reach its primary endpoint in regards to the efficacy of MP is not consistent with the documented trial design in which the plan to look at early vs. late treatment and the influence of injury severity was in fact pre-planned.
Additional criticisms of NASCIS II put forth by Hurlbert 92 were that the MP effect sizes were small, their functional importance was uncertain due to the reliance on neurological sensory and motor assessments rather than functional improvement scales, and that effects on long tract function were not established. Each of these has been addressed by additional analyses of the NAS-CIS II data set carried out by Bracken and col-leagues. 46, 47, 63 Concerning the size of the effect, it has indeed been acknowledged that the benefits of MP in the context of NASCIS II were "modest, but [MP] does appear to have the potential to result in important clinical recovery in some patients," and that "even small changes in motor recovery, typically assessed in the MPSS trials on one side of the body, have the potential to be amplified into meaningful improvements in the quality of life". 63 Regarding the issue of long tract vs. segmental recovery effects, further analysis of the NASCIS II data revealed that the greatest degree of motor function recovery within patients receiving MP within the 8-h window occurred in long spinal tracts as recorded below the level of the injury, although significant segmental recovery was also found at the level of the lesion. 46, 63 The criticism that the clinical significance of the functional improvement was not assessed by inclusion of functional or quality-of-life measures such as the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) in NASCIS II is valid. Recently, the NASCIS II principal investigator published an estimate of functional recovery in NASCIS II from results modeled in the NASCIS III study, which did include FIM assessments. In that report, it is claimed that "The extent of MP therapy-related motor function recovery observed in NASCIS II predicted clinically important recovery in the FIM". 91 The final NASCIS II critique by Hurlbert 92 concerning the questionable safety of high-dose MP therapy in SCI patients is difficult to reconcile with the NASCIS II data set, which found no significant differences in adverse reactions between placebo and MP-treated patients. 44, 45 Since NASCIS II represents the only placebo-controlled trial of a 24-h high-dose regimen in SCI patients, it is difficult to understand the claim that this particular regimen is unsafe. In contrast, the NASCIS III trial showed that extension of the duration of dosing from 24 to 48 h resulted in an increased incidence of pneumonia and a nearly significant (p Ͻ 0.07) increase in the occurrence of severe sepsis, which are undoubtedly manifestations of the immunosuppressive properties of intensive glucocorticoid dosing. 59 Therefore, the available data that directly addresses the safety of high-dose MP in SCI patients in a controlled context shows that the 24-h regimen is not associated with an increase in adverse reactions whereas the 48-h regimen does carry some risk of serious glucocorticoid-related problems. However, this has to be balanced against the results of NASCIS III showing that in patients not treated until after the first 3 h post-SCI, the extension of dosing to 48 h produces a significantly better neurological outcome compared to the 24-h regimen. Considering the devastating nature of most SCIs, it seems that the risk of MP treatment is outweighed by the potential benefits to the patient's neurological recovery.
Hurlbert 92 criticizes the NASCIS III trial on five counts, including the lack of a placebo group, the claim that the overall analysis was negative, that the stratification of patients treated within 3 h vs. between 3 and 8 h was a post hoc analysis, that the improvement in the FIM score in 48-h MP-treated patients compared to the 24-h MP cohort was modest and finally that MP treatment is unsafe based upon the increased incidence of sepsis and pneumonias. The first of these concerning the lack of a placebo group was addressed earlier in this review. The next two, regarding the statistical analysis, are identical to those leveled against NASCIS II. Here again, the NASCIS III investigators have gone on record stating that the dichotomized analysis of the NASCIS III data on the basis of time to treatment (early vs. late) was a pre-planned and not a post hoc analysis, and therefore qualify as primary endpoints. 59, 63 The issue of the significance of the FIM score improvement shown in 48-h MP patients in NASCIS III requires a careful viewing of the data. Hurlbert 92 focuses on the fact that in the intent to treat analysis, the improvement in the total FIM score only reached a level of p Ͻ 0.08. 59 However, looking at the subscores reveals a significantly better self-care score in the 48-h treated patients (p Ͻ 0.03) and sphincter control score (p Ͻ 0.01). If, however, the analysis is re-done. including only those patients in which the dosing protocols were completely followed, even the total FIM score in the 48-h treated patients reaches the 0.05 level vs. the 24-h MP cohort. In regards to the safety criticism, the 48-h MP group displayed a significant increase in pneumonias and a nearly significant increase in severe sepsis in comparison to the 24-h group. As noted above, these are predictable risks of high-dose glucocorticoid therapy in critically ill patients. The risk to benefit ratio is a matter of personal opinion.
The other two critiques have multiple authors 93, 94 and, similar to Hurlbert, 92 intensely criticize not only the NASCIS trial design, analysis and reporting, but also that of the preclinical studies that inspired the conduct of NASCIS II and III. As already discussed above, the senior investigator of the NASCIS trials, Dr. Bracken, has addressed the various criticisms and misunderstandings put forth in these in the form of a recent metaanalysis of the NASCIS and non-NASCIS trials of MP in acute SCI, and their overall statistically significant support of the efficacy and safety of high-dose MP therapy for acute SCI. He concludes from the meta-analysis that "high-dose MP given within 8 h of acute SCI is a safe and modestly effective therapy that may result in important clinical recovery for some patients. Further trials are needed to identify superior pharmacological therapies and to test drugs that may sequentially influence the post-injury cascade". 63 This view is generally endorsed in a recent summary statement in the journal Spine from the Spine Focus Panel, 97 98 in which he first summarized the criticisms of NASCIS II and III, followed by a presentation of the "Suggested Indications for the Use of Methylprednisolone in Acute SCI"; these are duplicated in Table 3 . He closes the editorial by stating: "Given the devastating impact of SCI and the evidence of a modest, beneficial effect of MP, clinicians should consciously consider using this drug despite the well-founded criticisms that have been directed against the NASCIS II and III trials. With great understanding of the biomolecular events contributing to the pathogenesis of SCI, it is hoped that other neuroprotective agents will enter into clinical practice in the next 5-10 years"
REGULATORY STATUS OF MP, TIRILAZAD, AND GM-1 FOR SCI
The clinical testing of MP in either NASCIS I or II was much easier than the typical scenario of new drug development, due to the fact that MP had already been successfully developed, approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and marketed over several years for a wide variety of anti-inflammatory conditions. MP in multiple oral, intramuscular, and intravenous formulations was approved in the early 1960s, and the drug was actually off-patent in the U.S. by the time of the initiation of the NASCIS trials. Furthermore, in regards to the testing of high doses of the steroid in SCI patients, there was already considerable clinical experience with the i.v. administration of doses as high or higher than 30 mg/kg in several clinical studies concerned with the potential use of MP in various critical care indications. The safety of this high-dose treatment for a short period had already been established, even in severely compromised patients. Therefore, the approval of the Investigational New Drug Application for testing in human SCI did not pose a significant hurdle. Moreover, the trials were not initiated or controlled by the drug's original sponsor (The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, MI), but rather by the NASCIS group headed by Dr. Michael Bracken (Epidemiology and Public Health, Yale University, New Haven, CT). Although Upjohn provided the supplies of their already marketed MP formulation (Solu Medrol) and the aqueous vehicle (placebo) in support of NASCIS I and II, the trials were funded solely with peer-reviewed grant support from the NINDS. NASCIS III was also NIH-supported although Upjohn, in addition to providing MP at no cost, shouldered some of the monitoring costs relevant to tirilazad which was still under premarketing clinical development. However, the clinical data analysis was carried out at Yale University, completely independent of The Upjohn Company.
Following the demonstration of the efficacy of the 24-h MP dosing regimen in NASCIS II, Upjohn successfully achieved registration of the drug for use in acute SCI in Canada, several western European countries and most Far Eastern countries where the drug was already marketed for anti-inflammatory uses in the early 1990s. However, due to the FDA requirement for two wellcontrolled clinical trials, which both demonstrated substantial evidence of efficacy, the submission of a New Drug Application (NDA) for use in SCI was not possible on the strength of NASCIS II alone. Nevertheless, due to the fact that MP was already marketed in the U.S. for several therapeutic indications, its extensive use in human SCI (albeit unapproved) was possible even though The Upjohn Company could not openly promote it for the SCI indication. Furthermore, because SCI represented an unmet medical need, the 24-h NASCIS II MP dosing protocol quickly became the de facto, albeit unofficial, standard of care for human SCI in the U.S. as well as in other countries in which it was registered for SCI.
Subsequent to NASCIS II, two other groups of investigators in Japan 99 and France 100 reported successful replications of the therapeutic efficacy of the NASCIS II MP protocol in SCI patients. However, Upjohn, after becom- ing Pharmacia & Upjohn in 1995, still elected to not file an NDA even though the requirement for two successful trials had seemingly been met. This decision to not seek U.S. registration for acute SCI was based upon the fact that the drug was already widely used in the U.S. for acute SCI despite the absence of registration for that particular indication. In addition, the difficulties in successfully gathering up the necessary clinical data from non-company off-shore investigators made the pulling together of the required NDA documents exceedingly difficult. Thirdly, as recently reviewed by Bracken, 63 there was reason to believe that these non-U.S. replications may not have been conducted in a rigorous enough manner to support FDA approval. For instance, in the Japanese trial, 99 there was a differential loss to follow-up between the untreated and MP-treated patients, and it was not clear whether the French MP SCI trial was carried out in a rigorously blinded manner. 100 From a regulatory standpoint, the NASCIS III trial did little to facilitate the potential registration filing of MP for SCI in the U.S. since it was not a placebo-controlled trial. In designing NASCIS III, the NASCIS clinical investigators concluded, on the basis of NASCIS II results showing significant efficacy of 24-h high-dose MP in comparison to placebo-treated patients, that it was no longer ethical to withhold high-dose MP from SCI victims. This trial design was reviewed and funded by the NINDS. Consequently, NASCIS III 59 became a comparison of 24-h vs. 48-h MP dosing and included a simultaneous comparison of the neurological outcome of patients treated with a single i.v. bolus of MP followed by 48 h of tirilazad dosing. Although the results showed that patients treated Ͼ3 h post-injury did significantly better when dosed with MP for 48 h in comparison to only 24 h of treatment, the absence of a placebo left the placebocontrolled results of NASCIS II unconfirmed, except by the Japanese and French groups, whose trials may or may not have been as carefully conducted as the NASCIS trials. 63 In the case of the MP bolus plus tirilazad group, those patients recovered as well as the 24-h and 48-h MPtreated patients when treatment was initiated within the first 3 h, and between the 24-and 48-h MP groups in the 3-to 8-h treatment cohort. The neuroprotective performance of tirilazad was achieved even though the patient randomization resulted in the tirilazad study arm having a significantly lower mean motor entry score (i.e., on average the tirilazad treatment group showed evidence of more severe SCI-induced deficits before treatment). Nevertheless, even though these NASCIS III results suggest that the non-glucocorticoid steroid tirilazad may duplicate the neuroprotective efficacy of MP without the same side effects, the ultimate approval of this compound for SCI in humans requires at least another trial comparing it against placebo to have any hope of becoming registered by the FDA. Furthermore, a registration-worthy phase III trial of MP versus tirilazad is precluded by the fact that the comparator drug MP is not registered for SCI in the U.S.; phase III clinical trials destined for inclusion in NDAs cannot be conducted with one unapproved drug being compared to a second unapproved drug. Consequently, a scenario in which tirilazad could be successfully approved for SCI marketing in the U.S. is not apparent unless it were deemed ethically appropriate to test it against placebo (i.e., without MP).
At this point, GM-1 is not approved for any indication in the U.S., and to our knowledge is not approved for use in acute SCI in any country. In view of the lack of a significant improvement in a phase III trial in the degree of functional recovery seen in patients treated with MP plus GM-1 vs. patients receiving only MP, 86, 89, 90 it is uncertain whether additional phase III trials will be attempted.
FUTURE SCI DRUG DEVELOPMENT: PROBABLE NEED TO BUILD UPON HIGH-DOSE MP THERAPY
At present, high-dose MP therapy, although not officially approved in the U.S. for acute SCI treatment, continues to be the unofficial U.S. standard of care as well as in most countries where MP is marketed. This appears to be the case even though some clinicians and clinical investigators believe that the NASCIS II and III trials are unconvincing, and that the risks high-dose MP therapy outweigh what are, on average, modest neurological benefits. 92, 94, 101 In any event, it is likely that future trials of new drug treatments will have to be evaluated in addition to high-dose MP due to the apparent fact that the majority of clinicians who treat acute SCI patients are not prepared to withhold MP. The only situation in which this may be avoidable will be based upon preclinical studies showing that the neuroprotective effects of MP, and/or a second drug, are offset when the two are used simultaneously, or where there is a documented dangerous interaction of the two drugs. For instance, it has been reported that the coincident use of MP and the GM1 ganglioside in a preclinical SCI model resulted in an attenuation of the neuroprotective efficacy of MP and an increase in post-SCI mortality. 102 Hence, the decision was made in the design of the phase III GM1 trial to not initiate the GM1 dosing until after the completion of the 24-h NASCIS II MP dosing protocol.
This future development scenario involving the necessary design of clinical trials where a second neuroprotective or neurorestorative drug is administered at the same time as, or in series with, high-dose MP, however, raises a significant challenge for both the sponsor of the new agent and for the FDA. From the perspective of the sponsor, there is the need to not only define the neuro-logical effects of the combination of the new compound with and without MP therapy, but also to carefully study toxicological and pharmacokinetic interactions of the two agents. From the vantage point of the FDA, the problem will exist of evaluating the effects of the combination of MP plus a second drug against MP, without ever having made the determination that MP, by itself, is better than placebo treatment. In other words, they will be evaluating one experimental drug against a combination of two experimental drugs. If there is any precedent for a solution to this regulatory situation, it will probably have to come from cancer chemotherapy drug review, where combination treatments are the norm.
FUTURE NEUROPROTECTIVE PHARMACOLOGICAL APPROACHES
Despite the pharmacological and regulatory difficulties of building additional neuroprotective strategies on top of high-dose MP, preclinical studies have provided several logical second-generation neuroprotective target mechanisms for pharmacological exploration in SCI models. Indeed, prototype pharmacological agents that target these mechanisms have been identified and tested in CNS injury models, showing promise for SCI therapy. The following discussion briefly reviews some of the leading neuroprotective approaches on the horizon.
Novel antioxidant strategies that could replace high-dose MP
In view of the clear role of reactive oxygen or oxygenradical-induced LP in the pathophysiology of post-traumatic spinal cord degeneration, and the demonstrated benefits of antioxidant compounds with neuroprotective activity like MP and tirilazad, it is logical to pursue the development of improved antioxidant compounds that could more safely and effectively inhibit post-traumatic LP compared to high-dose MP. Recent work suggests that the most critical ROS in acute SCI may be peroxynitrite, 103, 104 which is formed from the combination of superoxide and nitric oxide radicals. 105, 106 Peroxynitrite is capable of causing widespread damage to lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. Prototypical scavengers of peroxynitrite include penicillamine and Tempol, both of which are neuroprotective in cell culture and in vivo models of acute CNS injury. 107, 108 Another promising antioxidant-based approach concerns the design of dualinhibitors of LP and neuronal nitric oxide synthase (an enzyme that contributes to the production of peroxynitrite). Such a dual-inhibitor compound, BN-80933, has been reported to attenuate post-traumatic and post-ischemic degeneration in in vivo models. 109 Importantly, in comparison with a neuronal nitric oxide synthase inhibitor alone, BN-80933 has been shown to have superior neuroprotective efficacy.
Anti-inflammatory strategies
As discussed above in the context of the discussion of the possible anti-inflammatory mechanisms of action of MP, inflammatory processes play an important, although incompletely understood, role in the pathophysiology of acute SCI. Understanding this role is complicated by the observations that while some aspects of post-traumatic inflammation in the spinal cord are clearly detrimental, other delayed inflammatory aspects may facilitate repair mechanisms. 52 In regards to the negative aspects of inflammation in the injured cord, the best-developed therapeutic approach has been aimed at the observation that COX2 activation is involved in the secondary injury process (FIG. 1) and that inhibitors of COX2 are neuroprotective and enhance neurological recovery in animal models of SCI. 110 -114 Considering the fact that multiple COX2 inhibitors (rofecoxib, celecoxib) have been approved for certain rheumatic inflammatory conditions in the U.S. and most countries, the potential application of one of these to acute SCI therapy should probably be pursued. However, at present parenteral formulations for i.v. use have not been marketed.
Role of calpain in acute SCI and potential neuroprotective efficacy of calpain inhibitors
A very strong candidate mechanism for neuroprotective intervention is the calcium-activated enzyme calpain. 115, 116 Multiple laboratories and studies have demonstrated an important role of calpain activation in mediating post-traumatic axonal damage in acute SCI models. [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] Several of these studies have reported neuroprotective efficacy of prototype calpain inhibitors. However, the translation of calpain inhibition into neuroprotective clinical trials has been precluded by the lack of small molecule inhibitors with sufficient CNS penetration and appropriate pharmaceutical and pharmacokinetic properties. Hopefully, these limitations will be overcome with future inhibitors in view of the clear role of calpain in SCI pathophysiology.
Thyrotropin-releasing hormone and TRH analogs
As discussed above, the opiate receptor antagonist naloxone was shown many years ago to be neuroprotective in models of acute SCI 40, 41 and showed evidence of some efficacy in the NASCIS II trial. 46 This has been interpreted as an indication that opiate receptor mechanisms are involved in the acute pathophysiology of SCI. Another opiate receptor antagonist approach that has been intensively explored concerns the use of thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) which can act as a physiological antagonist of opiate receptor activation by injury-induced endorphin release. 9 TRH administration has been shown to improve neurological recovery in cats 125 and rats, 126 and has been preliminarily tested in a phase II safety trial in a small number of SCI patients. 127 Based upon the knowledge that TRH may possess mul-tiple neuroprotective actions, several TRH analogs with improved pharmaceutical and brain penetration properties have been discovered and are actively being evaluated for possible entry into future SCI trials. 126, 128, 129 Role of apoptosis in acute SCI and anti-apoptotic therapeutic strategies A potentially promising area of neuroprotective drug discovery for treating acute SCI is the development of agents targeting apoptotic cell death. Several of the intracellular biochemical steps involved in apoptosis are common across species, and this has led to a better appreciation of the biological significance of this cell death process. Apoptosis has long been considered as an essential mechanism for eliminating redundant cells during CNS development. However, a number of recent studies have documented that apoptosis is emerging as a critical factor contributing to ongoing cell loss following traumatic CNS injury, especially in SCI. Apoptotic cell death can be detected hours to several weeks following SCI and occurs in numerous cell types, including neurons, oligodendroglia, and inflammatory cells such as neutrophils, microglia, and macrophages. 130 -137 In spite of these observations, the role of apoptosis as a contributing factor in limiting functional recovery has not been well established. This issue can only be addressed by elucidating the extracellular and intracellular signaling events regulating this cell death process. Understanding these signaling events is the first step in developing effective therapeutic agents targeting different steps in the apoptotic cascade.
The caspase-3 apoptotic cascade
While the extracellular signaling events leading to apoptosis in SCI are not entirely clear, it has been suggested that the intracellular apoptotic cascade leads to a common endpoint, i.e., the activation of the cysteine protease caspase-3. 130,132,138 -142 Additional studies have reported evidence of caspase-3 activation in other types of CNS injury models including head trauma and ischemia/stroke. [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] The biochemical pathway(s) leading to caspase-3 activation have been extensively studied using in vitro models of apoptotic cell death, and it has been well documented that the mitochondria are thought to play a critical, if not essential role in activation of caspase-3. As shown in FIG. 4 , apoptotic signals reaching the mitochondria results in the release of cytochrome c and Smac/DIABLO. [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] Cytochrome c then interacts with Apaf-1 (apoptosis protease activating factor-1) to promote the activation of caspase-9, an upstream activator of caspase-3. Smac/DIABLO has been shown to promote capsase-9 and caspase-3 activation by removing the inhibitory influence of members of the inhibitor of apoptotic proteins (IAPs) family. 154, [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] In addition, the mitochondria can also release pro-apoptotic molecules such as endonuclease G and apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF), which are thought to function independent of caspase activation. [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] Therefore, a number of signaling events associated with the mitochondria are thought to regulate activation of a caspase-dependent and caspase-independent apoptotic cell death program. Targeting these signaling events at the level of the mitochondria, as well as apoptotic signals upstream of the mitochondria, will be essential for determining the contribution of this cell death process to neurological dysfunction in SCI.
Extracellular signals of apoptosis in SCI
To date, it is evident that a clear understanding of the extracellular events leading to transduction of an apoptotic signal in SCI is lacking. This is an important area of research, because inhibiting the extracellular signals as far upstream as possible should limit apoptosis following SCI to a greater degree than targeting the intracellular pathway(s). A number of studies have implicated several potential candidate molecules as extracellular apoptotic signals in SCI, including pro-inflammatory cytokines, certain growth factors, Fas ligand, and glutamate, to name a few. In addition, there is evidence that ROS, such as superoxide radical and peroxynitrite, which are produced in the injured spinal cord, can also lead to apoptosis. What is clear from this limited list is that although caspase-3 can be considered as the common endpoint in the apoptotic biochemical cascade, there are a number of extracellular signals that could contribute to transduction of the apoptotic signal. Therefore, it will be important to determine the contribution of each of these different extracellular events to the overall apoptotic cell loss that occurs in SCI.
As described above, several studies have demonstrated that the spinal cord contains the molecular machinery necessary for activation and execution of the caspase-3 apoptotic pathway. However, the role of apoptosis in SCI is not clear and this is based, in part, on the lack of effective treatment strategies that block or inhibit the caspase-3 apoptotic cascade. More importantly, identifying which step(s) to target in the biochemical cascade may be one of the most critical issues affecting translational research efforts. Existing strategies are based primarily on the use of competitive caspase inhibitors containing tri-and tetrapeptide amino acid sequences that are preferred substrates of certain caspases. While these inhibitors have been modified to increase cell permeability and reduce inactivation, evidence of their efficacy has been limited primarily to in vitro studies. Only a few studies report the effective use of these compounds in models of CNS injury, 140, 143, 144, 148, 149 although one study has reported no supporting evidence of reduced caspase activity when a broad-acting caspase inhibitor is delivered to the injured spinal cord. 168 The relative paucity of positive results in vivo may be related to the biochemical properties of these inhibitors. For example, the delivery of sufficient levels of the inhibitors to the cells of interest over a broad time-window and to areas distant to the site of injury may be very limited. In addition, the half-life of these peptide-based compounds, such as the caspase-3 inhibitor z-DEVD-fmk, may reduce their effective concentration. While the half-life of such inhibitors has not been thoroughly examined in SCI, the presence of numerous proteases released in the injured spinal cord could certainly limit the concentration of the intact peptide that ultimately crosses the cell membrane. Given these caveats, alternative strategies targeting different steps in the intracellular apoptotic cascade, and caspase-3 in particular, need to be considered.
FIG. 4.
Schematic diagram depicting the potential steps leading to caspase-3 activation in CNS trauma. Several injury-induced extracellular apoptotic stimuli most likely exist and the mechanisms by which these extracellular signals are transduced to the intracellular pathway are only beginning to emerge. However, there are several lines of evidence supporting the release of pro-apoptotic molecules from the mitochondria as important steps in activation of the caspase-3 apoptotic. Other pro-apoptotic factors that are released by the mitochondria, but do not involve caspase-3 activation include endonuclease G and AIF (not shown). Given our current understanding of the intracellular signaling events, there are a number of points in the apoptotic cascade that can be targeted. For example, the overexpression of anti-apoptotic molecules including Bcl-X L , 1 Akt, 2 and XIAP 3 to the injured spinal cord may limit ongoing apoptosis by reducing cytochrome c release (Bcl-X L and Akt), the activation of calcineurin and the JNK stress-induced pathway (Akt), or caspase activation via Smac/DIABLO (XIAP). In addition, the identification of small, cell-permeable synthetic molecules that inhibit the actions or activation of caspase-3 4 may prove advantageous over existing tri-and tetrapeptide-based competitive inhibitors. Such strategies will be critical for understanding the contribution of apoptotic cell death to the functional deficits observed in SCI, and hopefully allow for development of therapeutic approaches targeting this cell death process.
Therapeutic interventions: delivery of anti-apoptotic genes to the injured CNS
We have been able to uncover, in a relatively short period of time, a number of basic principles about apoptotic cell death associated with traumatic SCI. The rapid onset of caspase-3 activation in some injury models indicates that there is a relatively narrow therapeutic timewindow for implementing treatments targeting caspase-3 activation. However, apoptosis does persist for some time following SCI, and strategies targeting caspase-3 activation and enzyme activity may prove beneficial in minimizing the cleavage of substrates involved in generating the apoptotic phenotype.
One approach is the use of retroviral vectors to deliver anti-apoptotic genes to the injured spinal cord. Adenoviruses generally exhibit short-term expression of the gene of interest (typically 4 to 6 weeks) due to nonintegration into the host genome. However, transient expression would be considered optimal in CNS injury as apoptosis is thought to range from hours to weeks following the initial insult, as is the case in SCI. 131, 133, 135 Therefore, expression of the anti-apoptotic gene would not be required at extended time points when apoptosis is no longer a predominant event in the injured spinal cord. One major caveat with using adenoviral vectors is the prevalence of white matter cytotoxicity, observed when high titers are injected into the spinal cord. This can be alleviated to some extent with immunosuppression; however, immunosuppressive treatment may yield inconclusive results or confound interpretation of any positive outcome. Other gene delivery strategies, which would limit cytotoxicity and result in more widespread dispersion and transfection of larger areas of tissue, should be considered.
The genes of interest to be delivered to the injured CNS are based on their potential to inhibit different steps in the caspase-3-mediated apoptotic cascade. Akt (or protein kinase B) is a serine/threonine kinase that regulates anti-apoptotic signals, in part, through activation of phosphoinositide 3-kinase, or PI3-kinase. 169 -174 Overexpression of Akt prevents apoptosis in neurons and other cells following withdrawal of serum or growth factors. 170, 171, [175] [176] [177] [178] [179] The activation of Akt appears to require translocation to lipid membranes to interact with downstream lipid products of PI3-kinase. This observation led to the development of constitutively active Akt via N-terminal myristolation, which promotes translocation of Akt to membranes. Therefore, gene transfer of activated Akt to the injured spinal cord may prove beneficial in reducing activation of the apoptotic cascade. The ability of Akt to inhibit apoptosis may be related to activation of the JNK stress-induced apoptotic cascade and/or intracellular events upstream to the mitochondrial release of cytochrome c and possibly Smac/DIABLO. A similar argument could be made for overexpressing Bcl-X L , an anti-apoptotic member of the Bcl-2 gene family that binds to and inhibits the actions of other pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members.
Another step to target in the caspase-3 apoptotic cascade involves events upstream of caspase-3 but downstream of mitochondrial events. This would involve the overexpression of members of the IAP family. 159,180 -183 The first IAP family member identified was p35, a baculoviral protein that suppresses apoptosis in a number of cell types and under a variety of conditions. Additional studies demonstrated that several IAPs exist in Drosophila and function by binding to the inactive pro-caspase and, as a result, inhibit the processing of the zymogen to the active form. 184, 185 Mammalian IAPs include XIAP, c-IAP1, c-IAP2, NAIP, and survivin, although XIAP inhibits caspase-3 activation at a K i that is much lower compared to any of the other IAPs. The removal of XIAP inhibition is thought to be dependent on Smac/DIABLO when released by the mitochondria possibly along with cytochrome c. 154, 157 Smac/DIABLO has been shown to displace XIAP from caspase-9, allowing the latter to be activated through its interactions with Apaf-1, and can also remove XIAP directly from caspase-3. Taken together, these studies suggest that overexpression of IAPs such as XIAP and possibly p35, which is a broad caspase inhibitor, should reduce caspase-3 activation in cells following CNS injury.
Discovery and development of inhibitory mimetics (pros and cons)
An additional treatment strategy that has great potential is the identification of small, cell-permeable, organicbased molecules that block or inhibit the actions of caspase-3. Understanding the tertiary structure of critical sites (e.g., binding domains, active site, etc.) has and will allow for structure-based drug design of non-peptidic molecules. X-ray crystallography and computer-based molecular modeling has led to the development of highly selective caspase-3 inhibitors with K i values reaching 20 nm. In addition, using a structure-based combinatorial array design, Head et al. 186 reported the co-crystallization of caspase-3 and a non-peptidic thiomethylketone compound that inhibits the actions of activated caspase-3. The ability to identify and design cell-permeable analogs of these potent and highly selective non-peptide-based inhibitors of caspase-3 may prove more beneficial for in vivo applications than existing inhibitors, such as tri-and tetrapeptidebased molecules, which are relatively limited in their in vivo efficacy. Although these studies have focused on inhibitors targeting caspase-3, analogous strategies have been used to identify specific regions of XIAP that interact with and inhibit the activation of caspase-9. Therefore, it is conceivable that developing non-peptidic-based synthetic compounds that mimic the actions of XIAP will allow for the targeting of steps upstream to caspase-3 activation.
Apoptosis and SCI: conclusions
Apoptotic cell death is a well-described but poorly understood process in acute SCI. Interestingly, the delayed onset of apoptosis in oligodendroglia distant to the site of injury appears to be unique to SCI, and has important therapeutic implications. Specifically, oligodendroglial apoptosis has been proposed to contribute to axonal demyelination and dysfunction in areas distant to the injury epicenter, which may contribute further to long-term neurological deficits. These observations point to the need for a better understanding of the role of apoptosis in SCI, and the development of treatment strategies that are highly selective and directed to specific steps in the apoptotic cascade.
SUMMARY
The pathophysiology of acute SCI involves a complex cascade of secondary neurodegenerative events that are set in motion by the primary injury. This cascade includes molecular events that are often referred to as necrotic and apoptotic. The increasingly successful definition of the SCI secondary injury process led to the pursuit of a number of pharmacological neuroprotective strategies which have been shown to interrupt the secondary injury process at selected points and to improve neurological recovery in acute SCI animal models. Four of these agents, the glucocorticoid steroid MP, the opiate receptor antagonist naloxone, the non-glucocorticoid 21-aminosteroid tirilazad, and the monosialoganglioside GM1 have been examined in phase III clinical trials in SCI patients, and in all cases the trial results show some evidence of benefit although in all cases the effects appear to be modest. Most convincing has been the NAS-CIS trials, which have demonstrated the efficacy of highdose MP if begun within the first 8 h after injury. Although the use of MP and the NASCIS trial design and statistical analysis has sparked intense criticisms and debate, the majority of clinicians who treat SCI believe that MP has value and should be employed. In the opinion of the present authors, the magnitude of these neuroprotective, and in the case of GM-1, neurorestorative effects is at least sufficient to validate the concept of acute pharmacotherapy for SCI and to inspire continued efforts to discover and develop improved therapies. The neuroprotective mechanism of MP is believed to be primarily inhibition of post-traumatic LP, although anti-inflammatory effects may play some role as well. As a result, the continued search for safer and more effective LP-inhibitory (antioxidant) agents seems warranted. This view is supported by the apparent efficacy of tirilazad in NAS-CIS III. One approach would be to scavenge peroxynitrite which may be the preeminent ROS involved in secondary injury; however, several other promising nonantioxidant approaches could either replace or be built upon MP or tirilazad. These include multi-mechanistic TRH analogs, COX 2 inhibitors and other anti-inflammatory strategies, inhibitors of calpain and inhibitors of the complex apoptotic cascade that is largely responsible for delayed degeneration of neural and glial elements in the injured cord. Although the design of future clinical trials will, of necessity, be complex, the devastating consequences of SCI to the patient, his/her family, and society strongly support our continued efforts to develop safe and effective neuroprotective therapies that will lessen secondary injury and result in clinically significant neurological recovery. 
